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Introduction: On Advertising’s Relation to Moving Pictures

Patrick Vonderau

Advertising’s present moment is one of ‘media chaos’, or so stated a New York-based firm in the trade in 2015. Making this assertion in a video on its website, the company conjured up a dystopia of increasing market fragmentation, consumer control, ratings declines and of a steadily growing clutter of ‘messages beamed from thousands of sources to millions of people every second every day’.2 The video appealed to a shared sense among advertisers as to the drawbacks of digitally networked media and the diminishing ‘chances of your ad winning the attention lottery’, especially among younger consumers understood to be unplugged from conventional television and unlikely to click on ads online. The video then went on to promote the company’s ad-space brokering services to national and regional advertisers, introducing a seemingly new solution to the present day’s chaos, called cinema:

Now imagine a place where people are paying attention. And we don’t mean a few people. We are talking about a place with both scale and reach. With massive live and engaged audiences. ... When you add cinema to your media mix, you are connecting at that completely rare and elusive moment of uninterrupted awareness, where attention more easily can be turned into action. ... They are literally closer to connecting to your brand, emotionally, and often times physically. We have got the perfect environment, with the perfect audience, at a perfect time.3

Somewhat surprisingly to many European moviegoers, who have been accustomed to advertising for decades, US trade circles still regard the theatrical screen as an unusual space for placing ads. Cinema ad-sales revenues in the USA may have increased since 2002, but at around $630 million (US$) they remain a far cry from the approximately $78 billion committed to television in 2014.4 Accordingly, industry-oriented research in the USA describes the history of cinema-screen advertising as beginning as late as in 1977, when Screenvision was founded, the very ad-space brokering company whose self-promotional video is quoted above.5 In this widespread yet historically problematic view, cinema’s role for advertising is merely a complementary one: it was, and remains, an ‘underused medium’ that never primarily depended on ad sales, and the only one that audiences have been accustomed to experiencing as largely free from advertising.6 In a history dominated by powerful American agencies, we learn, advertisers only began to use moving pictures efficiently in the 1960s, when the thirty-second television spot became the ‘dominant form of audiovisual advertising’.7
Production cultures for advertising, television and film thus appear largely disconnected, despite some occasional stylistic border walks between these spheres. It consequently also looks as if advertising histories would differ markedly between the USA and Europe, where advertising and moving pictures are seen to have been intimately related through cinema’s avant-garde networks and a widely shared experience of modernity as early as in the 1920s. Here, advertising seems inextricably linked to art, urban life and new technologies, promoting a visual culture that entirely recast the nature of memory, experience and desire, thus contributing to the creation of cinematic spectatorship in the first place. The contrast to the USA could hardly be more pronounced, given that advertising and moving pictures primarily seem related through broadcasting networks there, with their relationship crystallising into the spot commercial or what Erik Barnouw famously called television’s ‘inner fortress’. According to this history of multiple disconnects, then, a history apparently marked by both an abundance of old adverts and a lack of properly contextualised paper records, cinema is far from having provided advertisers with the ‘perfect environment’ and ‘perfect audience’ at a ‘perfect time’. Always caught up in some temporal disjunction with the present, the promotional screen seems to switch from a site for experiments and experiences of the modern to a remedy for DVRs, skip-ad buttons and commercial-free viewing. Film, in short, never seems to have ‘sold’ anything, at least not in US cinemas.

Challenging such widespread views, this book provides significant evidence to the contrary. Through a detailed examination of the historical period prior to 1970, it demonstrates the degree to which screen advertising by then had come to be characterised by a multitude of moving-picture forms, including pre-show advertising films, lantern slides, promotional tie-ins, sponsored ‘educational’, business films shown at trade fairs, outdoor projections at busy street crossings, animated billboards, multimedia illustrated lectures, or small and portable projections. It points not only to occasional overlaps, but also to a dynamic and lasting relationship between print, film, broadcasting and advertising cultures, a dynamics never driven by ad agencies alone. Chapters in this volume also testify to the interlinked, comparable histories of advertising in Europe and the USA, documenting that moving pictures have been well used for promotional purposes since the late nineteenth century. Long before French media advertising company Mediavision established Screenvision as its US subsidiary in the 1970s, for instance, European advertisers strived to make ‘artistic’ advertising the answer to American models. Brands, laws, markets and theories well known in the USA likewise shaped the professionalisation of advertising in Europe, where it was fully institutionalised as an industry by the 1910s. This book finally also sheds light on the archives and archival epistemologies that have informed advertising history in the past, indicating how a dazzling array of new American and European sources may be used to shape its future. It is with an eye on such future histories of the present that the subsequent chapters have been compiled.

Simply labelling this book a ‘history’ of moving-picture advertising, however, would fall short of recognising its particular stance on how advertising so far has been historicised. Previous studies have tended to describe advertising as an institution that is both distinct and unique in its capability to shape human consciousness, a monolithic ‘black box’ which causes either positive or negative effects on culture and
society. Often textually fixated on advertisements for establishing its claims, this approach sees advertising constantly evolving in power and sophistication, and thus in its capability to produce consumers required by western capitalist systems. As a consequence, works variously have resulted in broad epochal views and periodisations alongside far-reaching theories of social practice as language, signification and ideology, and in a curious historical split where advertisements today appear as inescapable instruments of surveillance, while earlier ads seem unusual or naive in their ‘mirroring’ of society. The teleology invoked in such notions of a both distinctively patterned and rationalist development has been accompanied by a widespread distaste for industries and markets as proper objects of analysis, especially in film and cultural studies. As Liz McFall has pointed out, this has led to an ‘anti-historical historicisation of advertising in critical literature’, culminating in works that broadly identify advertising with processes of modernisation, as having ‘dreamed’, ‘made way for’, or ‘sold’ modernity.

The aim of this book is to revise such arguments, and to differentiate and explore. Borrowing from Foucault’s well-known project of genealogy, it approaches history as a ‘curative science’ for overcoming the fixation on advertising’s unbroken, linear continuities, a cure that may allow us to ‘laugh at the solemnities of the origin’. Providing specific histories that patiently accumulate details and accidents, sideroads and reversals, jolts, surprises and numberless beginnings, the contributors to this book show the heterogeneity of what so often is understood as consistent with itself. In doing so, much of the work gathered here can be seen as part of a more general trend in research into cinema history. Over the past twenty years, such research has shifted its focus away from the filmic text as its sole or preferred object, to consider questions of circulation, agency, brokerage, utility, exchange and experience. Think, for instance, of Jean Mitry’s 1973 project of a film histoire totale, or of the structural approaches advocated by the French Annales tradition of socio-cultural history, that would inform how later historians would combine the comparative analysis of larger series of films with microhistorical enquiries. Their attempts, in turn, resonate with various others during this period to develop, for instance, a historio-pragmatics of cinema, to analyse broader social discourses about cinema and its patrons, to study cinema’s functional integration into other cultural spaces, or to establish anti-positivist counter-narratives for an archaeology of media. Differences between such histories notwithstanding, they all testify to a broader tendency of conceptualising cinema as an ‘open system’ whose pasts include many dead-ends and a still unwritten ‘history of possibilities’.

While scholars have been revising conventional film history for more than a generation, this recent tendency of opening up cinema has taken a more pronounced shape in its turn towards non-theatrical or sponsored films, invoking collaborations between archives and researchers. Prompted by new forms of online access – and by archival or curatorial interests in this specific type of material that challenges established policies of selection, classification and handling – a flurry of research activities has been initiated. These include, among others, the biennial Orphan Film Symposium (since 1999), several special issues of the journal Film History (since 2003), the edited volumes Films that Work: Industrial Film and the Productivity of Media (2009), Useful Cinema (2011) and Learning with the Lights Off (2012), filmographies and field guides, and the work of copyright-reform activists and ‘first-person archives’ such as
Rick Prelinger. A large part of these activities has been devoted to liberating cinema history from its focus on oeuvre and authorship, in order to establish new explanatory frameworks for films that never were meant to be interpreted, let alone preserved.

Such frameworks have been premised on the general observation that industrial, sponsored, or educational films are better explained in terms of use and functionality, rather than meaning or style. Evoking earlier structural approaches that would submit larger series of films to the same kind of questioning in order to formulate hypotheses on permanence, evolutions, or ruptures, scholars have suggested beginning with enquiries about the ‘three As’ – that is, the Auftraggeber (who commissioned the film), Anlass (the occasion for which it was made) and Adressat (the use to which it was put or the audience to whom it was addressed).20 Others have described sponsored film as a form that can only be read through the industrial organisation that produced it. These scholars have suggested identifying an industrial film’s ‘three Rs’ or main areas of purpose and asking about its function as record (for institutional memory), rhetoric (for governance) and rationalisation (for optimising processes).21 Again other researchers have challenged us to not only see sponsored films defined by their individual use, but to also acknowledge that their usefulness is always contingent on socio-historical change and indicative of a broader relationship between culture and power. Emphasising an institutional perspective, these researchers have invited us to map the sites or topographies where such media are shown, to focus on their recurring topoi and to understand them as ever-changing, transient objects, rather than finite artefacts – subject to constant re-versioning and reinterpretation, as they continue to circulate in society.22

These combined efforts to come to terms with sponsored materials may have left us with a new acronym, or perhaps a new meaning attributed to the notion of A-R-T, but not with a deepened understanding of advertising’s relation to moving pictures. Somewhat paradoxically, the most useful, or at least most brazenly instrumental form of sponsored film-making so far has not been explored as such. But what exactly is it that makes moving pictures a cultural form used, or underused, for advertising purposes? Writing the history of this cinema indeed remains, as Gregory A. Waller notes in this book, dependent on ‘investigating – so far as is possible – how useful cinema was actually put to use’. Such an investigation, however, will also need to work through some of the categorical dualisms that have informed notions of advertising’s utility in the past.

THE USES OF SCREEN ADVERTISING

A basic observation of this book is that moving pictures have been inextricably linked to advertising ever since both gained social momentum in the late nineteenth century. Not only were movement and projection generally pervasive elements of advertising, to be associated with stereopticons, lantern ‘slide-vertising’, mechanical trade cards, thumb books, moving automata and shop window installations, ‘electric spectaculars’ (i.e. animated coloured roof-type structures), or projected film.23 Advertising also formed a pervasive cultural context of useful communication that influenced how films were made, how they were packaged and promoted and how they were
understood by audiences. In apparent historical synchronicity, both advertising and cinema developed into institutions of their own, each establishing its own ‘cultural paradigm’, in the sense of a distinct system of codification and normalisation, while still remaining co-present in the ‘cultural series’ of the other – that is, in the various forms of signification such paradigms came to produce.

Hence, Charles Musser’s apt observation in his chapter that a ‘film’s amusement value’ in the kinetoscope era and beyond might be seen only as the ‘necessary pre-condition’ for its underlying purpose: to sell goods and services. Focusing on Edison motion pictures and the American motion-picture industry in the 1893–1900 period, Musser gives a detailed account of Edison’s (self-)promotional film production, from short kinetoscope demonstration films to more elaborately staged, gimmicky forms of cross-promotion. Advertising film not only became one of the more popular genres of early cinema, but also a mainstay of outdoor advertising, ‘attracting the attention nightly of thousands of people’, as a trade journal quoted by Musser noted in 1897. Taking this enquiry even a step further in his contribution, William Uricchio explores ‘how the motion picture was sold to the public’ through the Sears, Roebuck & Company’s Consumers Guide, a mail-order catalogue mass-distributed in the USA and Canada around 1900. Arguing that more than any other depiction in the period, this one defined the ‘horizon of expectations’ that greeted the new medium, Uricchio studies how ads in the Guide searched to define moving pictures as technology, experience, economic activity and textual system. His contribution points to larger contemporary constellations of media practice and to the interdependencies of new to other media as a key framework for understanding the relation between advertising and moving pictures, while also registering numerous parallels to our present-day media environment.

There is, indeed, ample evidence that American cinema, far from being the natural site for Hollywood product, took shape through a long-lasting struggle over its own institutional belonging, a struggle fought between competing cultural paradigms such as advertising and entertainment. In 1931, for instance, a report commissioned by the then newly formed committee on screen advertising of the American Association of Advertising Agencies found that most of the opposition to this practice over the past twenty years had emanated ‘from competing interests in the motion picture business’. Various entertainment trade groups, among them the Motion Picture Patents Company and exhibitor organisations such as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America or the Motion Picture Exhibitors League, had reportedly lobbied against screen advertisers since 1911. In response to these attempts to keep control over the screen and to secure a share of advertising profits, screen advertisers began to form their own organisations. Having identified the ‘problem of providing circulation for industrial and advertising pictures’ as ‘the knotty one to be solved’ in 1914, these organisations gradually achieved agreements on codes of rules and regulations, exhibitor rates and on merging leading firms into a nationwide screen advertising service in the early 1930s. By 1938, this service had gained a foothold in more than half of the nation’s approximately 16,000 motion-picture theatres – prompting action by the Federal Trade Commission in 1942 against a ‘conspiracy to suppress competition and create monopoly’. The question of who ‘owned’ the cinema, in short, came up repeatedly even in Hollywood’s classical era.

Introduction
Advertising, understood as an institutionalised process associated with a set of codified practices and a host of content types or cultural forms designed for promoting consumption, evidently emerged through an intimate relationship with communication technologies that included moving pictures. As Michael Cowan reminds us in his chapter, this concurrence of mass trademark advertising and mass media often has been explained as responding to a crisis in the control of consumption dating back to the early 1880s. According to this view, new machinery enlarged the ratio of output, requiring more capital and a large and predictable demand for products. Cinema thus seems to have formed ‘part of a broader technology of economic control’ geared towards the capitalist marketplace. Against this background, Cowan investigates the role of animation in German screen advertising from experiments in the 1910s to more codified forms in the late 1920s, showing how an earlier reliance on tricks and phantasmagories gradually came to be replaced by more instrumental images, based on psychological studies. Contemporary advertising theorised animation as a tool for capturing and centring attention on brands, among others. And yet, as Cowan is quick to point out, such theories are not simply to be taken at face value, referring to indications of ‘just how tenuous advertising’s control strategies might have been in reality’. In a similar vein, Sema Colpan’s and Lydia Nsiah’s chapter details how cinematic techniques such as sound, colour, or animation were used in crafting the screen appearance of brands in neighbouring Austria during the inter-war period. Describing in minute detail how a shampoo named Sorela emerged through an interplay of animation, Gasparcolor and the Selenophon sound system in the advertising short *Morgenstunde* (1935), Colpan and Nsiah complicate the idea of such techniques being just a means to an end – for both the film and its devices also served to showcase, and codify, screen advertising practice itself.

What, then, to make of the notion of control so persistently attributed to the workings of cinema and advertising, respectively? As obvious as their co-evolution may seem, cinema’s utility for advertising clearly requires more than a monocausal explanation. We may begin sketching the contours of such an explanation by pausing at the notion of the trademark to which the idea of control over consumer demand is tightly connected. For how would demand for goods be caused if there was no criterion for distinguishing goods in the first place? Trademarks are signifiers that establish the right of a seller to exclude others from using the seller’s reputation for the quality of his goods. Similar to patents or copyrights, trademarks thus facilitate the deployment of informational capital. Although they may have existed since ancient times, their codification into law historically relates to the advent of capitalism. Both in Europe and the USA, trademarks gradually received protection between approximately 1870 and 1905. Despite significant cultural differences in legal practice, the codification of trademark law thus came to introduce a key distinction on both continents, a distinction that not only contributed to the emergence of capitalist markets and market theories, but also incentivised, and established, reputations to begin with. Trademarks are, in other words, a device for constructing the very market they supposedly only supply.

The conceptual shift away from advertising as a process that ‘matches’ products to already existing markets, towards a notion of advertising as a process of market-making has some interesting consequences. Not only does it suspend the idea of
cinema being a straightforward technology of control for bridging supply and demand. It also prompts the questions of if and how the screen brings trademarks into view. Was screen advertising confined to institutionally sanctioned, legally codified practices for distinguishing and building reputations? Certainly not. During the 1910–40 period, for instance, observers in the USA and Europe consistently pointed to a multitude of non-institutional, less formally organised practices that diverged from the norms and codes of paid-for commercial product advertising. Trade discourse abounded with attempts to marginalise ‘incompetents’ and forms not corresponding to the standards and genres understood to be most efficient for screen advertising. In some European countries, this process even involved state authorities and censorship. A broad variety of promotional genres and the often marginal actors providing them testify to advertising’s lasting diversity that even included avant-garde, educational and experimental works.

In addition to non-institutional forms, screen advertising, of course, also included a significant amount of non-theatrical films. As several chapters in this book illustrate, even films made by institutionalised screen advertisers to introduce trademarked goods or services were frequently never meant for cinema, or not for cinema alone. Nico de Klerk presents the curious but not uncommon case of an ad for a service that was not yet available – a series of non-theatrical films promoting Pan Am’s intercontinental destinations to Dutch viewers between 1960 and 1965, a time when Holland was just coming out of a period of reconstruction after the war. Distributed through International Film Services, a privatised Film Department of the American embassy in The Hague for screenings in schools, businesses, clubs and other venues, the New Horizons series neither created nor controlled demand for air travel. Its Dutch screenings can rather be explained as a form of trade advertising devised in the context of post-war recovery programmes, as de Klerk argues. Lucy Česálková, in her chapter, studies a similarly unlikely case, socialist screen advertising, in the context of Czechoslovakia’s planned economy in the 1950s and 60s. The rapid increase of such ads after 1955 related to the organisation of state trade. In a system with no competition between brands, theatrical and non-theatrical films were means to direct interest towards goods with a scheduled sales priority, covering other market shortages.

The history of screen advertising is characterised by a diversity of forms and practices which can hardly be subsumed under one universal model. Such diversity is best represented as a spectrum, rather than a binary division between the institutional/non-institutional or theatrical/non-theatrical. Thinking of screen advertising as a continuous line, with differences as variances of degree rather than fundamental oppositions, also is productive in relation to direct and indirect appearances of trademarks on screen – that is, forms that link a product to a film with or without overtly calling attention to product qualities or price. In fact, the often-heard claim that moving pictures were merely complementary to advertising before 1970 seems largely due to a narrow focus on institutional, theatrical and direct practices. If a product is not clearly distinguishable in an ad, supporters of this position seem to ask, what function does the ad have and does it qualify as one at all? American motion-picture industry discourse in the classic era indeed drew a clear line between advertising, on the one hand, and publicity and promotion, on the other.
This distinction between a paid, unambiguous announcement in a communications medium and other, partly freely given forms of promotion was related to a then-established division of labour in the industry. In this context, direct and indirect advertising developed as separate professional practices and tactics. At the same time, however, such practices not only overlapped increasingly over time, their forms also often coincided within specific campaigns. In his chapter, Patrick Vonderau invites us to rethink the function of product placements by provocatively declaring the presence of commodities in cinema not as an obstacle to, but rather as a ‘key reference point’ for aesthetic pleasure. Studying ‘tie-ins’ as both cultural form and industrial practice, he relates the indirect and direct promotions that accompanied, and permeated, Richard Quine’s *Strangers When We Meet* (1960) to the question of how they were viewed and experienced.

Such emphasis on the relevance of indirect forms, however, is not meant to downplay, once more, the significant role of direct product advertisements on theatrical screens in the USA and elsewhere before 1960. In his as-yet-unpublished dissertation, Jeremy W. Groskopf indeed demonstrates that the ‘spot’ commercial did not originate on television, but had already become a standard of cinema advertising by 1916. Despite their marginal position in the programme (e.g. in the intermission), one-minute ‘trailers’ or ‘playlets’, later called ‘screen broadcasts’ or ‘minute movies’, were emblematic of a rapidly codifying theory of advertising in moving media, according to Groskopf. In following a similar historical trajectory that saw short ad films emerge out of earlier slide advertising practices during the 1910s, European screen advertisers developed related theories of cinema’s role in the marketplace. There are several reasons why such theories did not come to dominate industry practice in the USA or Europe. These include an already noted competition between various screen trade groups, changes in programme structure and also a lack of consistent organisation regarding the placing and auditing of screen ads. Larger agencies, which had integrated creation, strategy and market research into their advertising services early, could have provided a model, but long preferred to remain on the sidelines. When J. Walter Thompson and others finally ‘pioneered’ in cinema’s ‘new audience’ around 1940, the Hollywood studios were quick to pinpoint that they had ‘been in commercial pictures for 28 years’ (see opposite).

It is helpful for an initial mapping of screen advertising’s historical practices to trace its different forms along these various tensions between institutional and non-institutional processes, commercial and non-commercial circuits, or direct and indirect modes of address. But such an initial mapping of this diverse field does not resolve the issue of why advertisers would choose onscreen moving-picture ads over other forms of advertising. What more could be said about this issue, apart from noting a co-evolution between mass communication and mass trademark advertising, theories of control, the momentum developing between competing industries, the appeal of new media technologies, or agency intervention? Over its long history, advertising seems to have followed a strategy of using multiple media, underlining that it never was medium-specific but always required a *Medienverbund*, or a ‘network of competing, but also mutually interdependent and complementary media or media practices’, in order to count as effective. Cinema’s key competitive advantage, in this context, has early and consistently been identified as delivering a captive audience. Unlike print,
broadcasting, or even digital media, the motion-picture theatre promised ‘uninterrupted awareness’, and still does, as illustrated by the Screenvision self-promotion above. Yet although comparative discussions of formal properties in the trade press sometimes ended in attempts to identify signs of inferiority in older/other media, screen advertising practices themselves were often modelled on concepts developed elsewhere. Cinema’s indirect tactics of product placement, for instance, resemble camouflage advertising in print, a technique of blending ads with editorial features and styles in order to avoid the advertising tone of voice.48

Print even inspired broadcasting, as Cynthia B. Meyers argues in her chapter. Focusing on the 1960s as a transitional decade for American commercial television and the advertising industry that sustained it, Meyers shows how a shift from the radio-era business model of single sponsorship to the network-era model followed a ‘magazine plan’ of advertising: the networks, like magazine editors, came to select the programming, and then sell interstitial airtime to advertisers. As her close examination of debates and institutional changes reveals, these changes emerged out of a ‘conflicted evolution of business models, advertising strategies, and aesthetic values’. Relatedly, William Boddy’s chapter documents how, during the 1940–60 period, the US broadcasting industry discussed TV commercials in regard to issues such as medium specificity, perception, or psychology. Boddy demonstrates that as mass communication technologies, cinema, radio and television were always embedded in a broader cultural discourse on human nature and the social functions of media, enquiring to which degree these culturally contested relations between advertising and mass communication were specific to the USA. In rounding up the discussion on television, Skip Elsheimer and Devin Orgeron detail the background and
workings of a direct commercial product advertising campaign. How does the cultural work of television commercials function in practice? Focusing on Sugar Crisp, an American brand of pre-sweetened breakfast cereal introduced in 1949, the chapter analyses the campaign’s use of ‘Sugar Bear’ as a recurring figure through the 1960s and 70s, illustrating how branded characters and forms of televisual serialisation worked together in constructing a market for teens, while distracting attention from the product’s low nutritional value.

PARA-SITED CINEMA: ONE APPROACH, MANY METHODS, COUNTLESS SOURCES

Taken together, then, the chapters in this book testify to the need for an approach that goes beyond the mere study of promotional film (or film promotion, for that matter). Exploring the uses of moving pictures for advertising purposes, they approach ‘cinema’ as an open system, one whose institutional borders were both clearly defined and often contested. As an instantiation of ‘useful cinema’, screen advertising prompts questions about clients and addressees, about recurrent rhetorical forms and their re-versioning over time. But it also challenges us to acknowledge the diversity of its practices, spread out across a spectrum of more or less direct, theatrical, or institutional modes. Sketching out the components of such an approach, contributions to this volume situate cinema within a network of competing (and complementary) media, historicising notions of film’s specificity. They also suggest seeing screen advertising not only as a means for market-related ‘knowledge production’, but also as a device for making markets in the first place.

Any exploration of advertising’s relation to moving pictures would be baseless without the proper sources, however. All chapters in this volume, therefore, also contribute markedly to reconfiguring the canon of sources. William Uricchio, for instance, by studying a mail-order catalogue, or Nico de Klerk by closely following an archived distribution print. In addition, a separate collection of nine shorter chapters is entirely devoted to making the archive the key entry point for a discussion of screen advertising. Providing the epistemological and practical foundations for future research, these chapters analyse various media and forms of screen advertising both in regard to archival issues and by explaining their historical relevance. Joachim Schätz presents a collection of film-related materials from the archive of Rudolf Mayer Film, a company active in Vienna between 1937 and 1939, demonstrating the insight to be won about contemporary industry practices through a proper contextualisation of such paper records. Catherine Cormon describes general challenges in handling advertising film, emphasising how time, space and resource-intensive it is, not to mention the difficulties of metadata and contextualisation. Leenke Ripmeester explores the vast Geesink collection of advertising films at EYE Filmmuseum, Amsterdam, abstracting from her own years of experiences in working with this collection. Arianna Turci represents the Archivio Nazionale Cinema d’Impresa (ANCI – National Film Archive for Industrial Film) in Ivrea by surveying the collection’s history and organisational principles. Robert Byrne introduces lantern-slide advertising as an important subject of enquiry, based on an overview of archival holdings and a sketch of their history. Dylan Cave sheds light on the Rodney Read collection of trailers and
teasers in the British Film Institute’s National Film and Television Archive, London, while Jez Stewart situates two large collections in the same archive relating to early British television commercials and the role of animation in advertising. Their detailed survey is complemented by Cassie Blake’s survey of so-called snipes, or policy trailers, in the Packard Humanities Institute Collection of moving-image promotional materials at the Academy Film Archive, Los Angeles. Andy Uhrich, finally, shows how the commercial works of the Film Group, primarily known for its political documentaries on the Black Panthers and the protest movement, and now accessible in the Chicago Film Archive, may challenge us to rethink, once more, the categorical dualisms on which previous notions of screen advertising were founded.

Do all these various archival sources and research chapters imply, however, that screen advertising’s form was fundamentally unstable, constantly changing according to function? And consequently, that research would always need to engage in piecemeal, case-based historicising of how a given screen medium was put to use, working out specificities against larger socio-cultural contexts? Or are there, maybe, further regularities in the relationship between moving pictures and advertising that could be identified in order to generate new templates for questions, enable international comparisons and streamline the book’s findings into a still more consistent approach?

A convenient, if somewhat clichéd response to the challenge of developing a clear-cut explanatory framework for advertising’s relation to moving pictures has been to describe this relation as parasitic. That ‘ads are parasitic upon their surroundings and other genres’ has been a commonplace of critical mass communication research at least since the 1980s. The trope of a host–parasite relationship also permeated industry discourse early on, sometimes evoking correspondences to contemporary ‘media infection’ theories. More recently, media historians have taken up the term, stressing that industrial film is not a genre but a ‘strategically weak and parasitic form’ adapting to an organisational purpose it aims to fulfil. While thought provoking, this position has been criticised for downplaying the strength or persistence of sponsored arrangements, and for failing to account for the mutuality in the relationship. It also misses the fact that the sponsored arrangements of screen advertising took form in rather stable, clearly labelled and identified content types, some of which – such as the spot commercial – turned out to be surprisingly robust and widespread internationally, in both their key parameters (e.g. length, structure, trademark mention) and perlocutionary functions (i.e. to induce a particular response in viewers). Screen advertisement is not a weak, soft, or malleable form, but designed to persist, especially where ‘it seeks us, rather than we it’.

The point here, however, is, of course, to avoid narrowing down the view on advertisement in the first place, because this would again mean to reduce the manifold relations between moving pictures and advertising to a purely discursive or communicative level. If anything, advertising sometimes may appear ‘parasitic on existing institutional forms and routines’. Rather than always constituting a sealed-off institution in itself, screen advertising has often drawn together actors from other institutions. Historical genre terminology evidences these overlaps and blurred boundaries between ‘industrials’, ‘educational’ or entertainment, and thus forms a viable starting point for interpreting screen advertising as an industrial process, set of
codified practices and cultural form. Still needed, though, is at least a concept that allows for a closer examination of what it is that connects or disconnects various institutional actors, while acknowledging that one can’t assume their relation is sufficiently explained by using a suggestive, yet derogative term such as the ‘parasite’.

Yvonne Zimmermann, in her chapter, prepares the ground for such an approach by suggesting a topological view on screen advertising. Emphasising the question of where, rather than what advertising film is, she demonstrates that a study comparing exhibition, programming and viewer experience in the USA and Europe may productively contribute to conceptualise screen advertising practice. Provoking researchers to ‘look at moving images not only before cinema, but also beyond cinema’, the chapter is based on an understanding of topography as ‘composed of the various cultural series that moving images were and are part of’, thus expanding the field beyond cinema in the narrow sense. In a similarly programmatic vein, Haidee Wasson’s chapter extends the call for an expansion of the field to encompass what she calls ‘exhibitionary cinema’, focusing on a space specifically built to promote the ideals of industry and consumption: the World’s Fair of 1939 and 1940 held in New York City. At the fair, a family of technologies ‘operated in a kind of partial and para-cinematic way’, linking still and moving displays, flashing lights, or amplified sound, for instance, in order to create a new interface between corporate and consumer desire. This remaking of cinema as a ‘selling machine’ at the fair accompanied a larger trend to rearticulate the cinematic apparatus, a trend Wasson suggests exploring with a focus on media ecologies, viewing devices and exhibitionary practices. Gregory A. Waller’s contribution furthers the case for methodological clarity by coining the notion of ‘multi-sited cinema’, inviting us to enquire about the ‘varied and historically specific ways that motion pictures have been put to a host of different uses across a wide range of locations well beyond the commercial movie theatre’. Revisiting an alleged point of origin of commercial film-making, Waller studies the Essanay film *Back to the Old Farm* (1911) through the lens of the screen advertising industry’s historical self-understanding, providing a detailed account of corporate production practices, distribution infrastructures and exhibition strategies. His research reveals that the movement from commercial to non-commercial (and largely non-theatrical) screenings, often combined with a shift from indirect to more direct trademark mentions, was a regular trajectory for ‘business’ films in the USA during the 1910s.

Waller’s conclusion is that screen advertising, far from being essentially unstable or parasitic, simply often underwent a complicated process of genrification – a ‘pragmatically driven, historically grounded, sometimes quite contentious activity of generically identifying individual films and constituting genres’. While not being specific to advertising, the concept of genrification indeed helps to overcome the idea of this cultural form’s spineless malleability, refocusing attention on how, and by whom, it was labelled, distributed, presented, or re-versioned. But again, it is not only the discursive dimension of screen advertising that is at stake here. The notion of multi-sited cinema indeed also resonates with both Zimmermann’s more general suggestion to look at moving images before and beyond cinema, and Wasson’s observation of the ‘para-cinematic way’ in which various projection technologies came to reconstitute the idea of the apparatus in specific exhibition contexts. In drawing these arguments together, we may propose the study of screen advertising as a *para-sited cinema*.
To briefly sketch out this proposition, let us return once more to the widely stated claim of advertising being rather inconsistently related to cinema. There is certainly some truth in this statement, provided that we identify cinema with its most notorious apparatus, and advertising with its most robust form, the spot commercial. Yet screen advertising often moves considerably beyond this apparatus, while remaining entirely internal to it: it is both, in Wasson’s words, its disarticulation and rearticulation, it is, over and above, in and out of cinema, in short: para-. It is defined not by being exclusively within this or that social space, but precisely by moving in between, borrowing from the different logics or cultural series that constitute cinema as an open system. At the same time, screen advertising is also sited in concrete topological, social and material ways. It is ‘sited’ in the sense of being marked as advertising primarily through where and how it was actually shown, requiring scholars to trace its circulation and include distribution or exhibition as key parameters of analysis. Speaking of screen advertising as a para-sited cinema in this sense also means to acknowledge advertising’s key function for making or localising markets. Moving picture ads not only serve this purpose by being shown in a suitable context, they also work as devices for constellating consumer communities in the first place. Para-sited cinema is a situated, targeted form of address that counts on, and forcefully constructs, a captive audience.

To the informed reader, both ‘multi-sited’ and ‘para-sited’ are, of course, terms with a certain resonance in the social sciences, famously coined by anthropologist George E. Marcus for stimulating a methodological rejuvenation of ethnographic fieldwork in the globalised and industrialised world. While multi-sited ethnography aims at the study of phenomena that cannot be accounted for by focusing on a single site, requiring researchers to follow people, connections, associations and relationships across space, the notion of the para-site is meant, in Marcus’s account, to mark the kind of ‘cultural work that subjects do in the construction of a para-site in relation to some level of major institutional function’. In consequence, studying screen advertising as para-sited cinema could mean, first, to establish its trajectory across space as the actual object of research and, second, to look closer at the ways screen advertisers have nested into institutional forms and routines, not so much in the exploitative sense of a parasite, but in the sense of their labour invested for creating a ‘site of alternativity in which anything, or at least something different, could happen’. Although this might be hard to swallow for traditional cinephiles, screen advertising as a para-sited cinema indeed evokes another possibility of cinema, opening a horizon of assumptions about the uses of cinema beyond art or entertainment, often from within established institutions.

Think, for instance, of the ways early screen advertisers regularly attempted to articulate the specificities of their medium through elaborate comparisons between lantern slides, print, or radio, engaging in a ‘great experiment’ and consistent cultural work not only of defining a given trademark value and its market, but also the future uses of the screen. Advocating for the superiority of the moving picture vis-à-vis ‘printed salesmanship’, among others, while consequently borrowing from established educational, entertainment or industrial film-making practices, these practitioners disarticulated institutional structures in order to carve out a space for themselves. Envisioning a medium that would combine light, sound, motion, scale, dramatic
sequence and the ‘lifeness’ of a factory tour, they became part of networks that would stretch beyond a single nation and screen advertising’s own industrial territories. Following their various connections and relationships, and tracing moving pictures across the contexts and circuits in which they came to function (or not) as advertising, this book is an invitation to explore cinema in a new and different way.
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